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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The exemplary embodiments of the invention
relate to a zero-copy, lock-less, and non-blocking mes-
saging scheme for multi-cell support on a single modem
board using a multi-core processor. While the invention
is particularly directed to the art of wireless telecommu-
nications, and will be thus described with specific refer-
ence thereto, it will be appreciated that the invention may
have usefulness in other fields and applications.
[0002] By way of background, LTE (Long Term Evolu-
tion) is a rapidly evolving 3GPP project that aims to im-
prove the UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications
System) mobile phone standard to cope with future com-
munication network demands. LTE improves wireless
network efficiency and bandwidth, lowers costs and en-
hances service experience. Specifically, LTE makes use
of new spectrum opportunities and offers better integra-
tion with other open standards. LTE generally includes
an LTE RAN (Radio Access Network) (also known as E-
UTRAN) along with an EPS (Evolved Packet System,
also called Evolved Packet Core).
[0003] Communication systems are generally split into
two primary functions: data plane functions and control
plane functions. In previous LTE products, at least two
processors were used on the modem board: one to sup-
port the control plane functions (non-real time, e.g., Op-
erations, Administration, and Management (or OA&M),
and call processing management -related functionali-
ties), and another to terminate and support the data plane
functions (real time, e.g., LTE Layer 2 processing). Both
the control and data planes use different operating sys-
tem (OS) instances, such as Linux for the control plane
and a real-time OS such as vXWorks (made and sold by
Wind River Systems of Alameda, California) for the data
plane core. Typically, one modem board supports one
sector or cell. So to support multi-cell (e.g., 3-cells or 6-
cells) configurations, it would be necessary to provide as
many modem boards as the number of cells.
[0004] A multi-core processor may be used in an LTE
wireless base station on a modem board. An operating
system such as SMP Linux with a PREEMPT_RT patch
may run on one SMP partition containing all eight cores.
In this configuration the control plane (non-real time
threads/processes) and the data plane (real time
threads/processes) share the same operating system in-
stances even though they are bound to run on different
cores. The use of the Linux protocol stack to send/receive
TCP/UDP packets from the real time processes/threads,
such as the LTE L2 scheduler running on the data plane
core, may result in unbounded latency spikes that may
break down the processing of the LTE L2 scheduler. This
is due to the fact that the Linux protocol stack is not de-
signed to be lock-less, and since it is also used by the
non real time processes/threads such as OAM, and
CALLP running on the control plane core.

[0005] In an SMP environment, a lock taken by a non-
real-time process or thread on one core (such as found
on the control plane) may cause a latency spike for a real
time thread or process waiting for that lock to be released
on a different core (such as found on the data plane).
Thus, there is a need for a lock-less, zero copy, non-
blocking messaging scheme that does not use the Linux
Protocol stack for the fast data path on the data plane
core to meet the performance needs of a multi-core proc-
essor-based modem board that uses one partition. With-
out such a scheme the system may be subject to un-
bounded latency spikes that could break down the entire
system, especially with respect to the processing of the
LTE L2 scheduler.
[0006] US 2008/276056 A1 discloses a point-to-point
enqueue and dequeue communications system which
uses a buffer management method for a multi-core proc-
essor in which a buffer is acquired in memory shared
between the kernel and user space. The buffer may con-
tain a frame queue which may hold data received from
the network and is accessed using two pointers - a head
pointer to point to the oldest memory location where data
was written and a tail pointer to point to the oldest memory
location where data was read.
[0007] WO 2005/098623 A2 discloses a prerequisite-
based scheduler which takes into account system re-
source prerequisites for execution.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] The invention is defined in the appended claims.
In the following description the term "embodiment"
should be understood as meaning "example" whenever
it refers to matter not covered by the claims.
[0009] In one example, a computer-implemented
method for lock-less, zero data copy messaging in a mul-
ti-core processor is provided. The method includes, for
each of a plurality of processing cores, acquiring a kernel
to user-space (K-U) mapped buffer and corresponding
buffer descriptor, inserting a data packet into the buffer;
and inserting the buffer descriptor into a circular buffer.
[0010] In one example, an apparatus for providing lock-
less, zero copy access to buffers between user-space
processes and kernel space processes is provided. The
apparatus includes a modem board, and a multi-core
processor having a plurality of processor cores attached
to the modem board. The modem board includes kernel
space, user space, and a circular buffer for each proc-
essor core adapted to store kernel space to user space
(K-U) mapped buffer descriptors.
[0011] In one example, a non-transitory computer-us-
able data carrier is provided that stores instructions which
cause a computer to, for each of a plurality of processing
cores, acquire a circular buffer for storing buffer descrip-
tors. The buffer descriptors stored in the circular buffer
contain information about buffers that are kernel space
to user space (K-U) mapped. The instructions also cause
the computer to perform the following using one or more
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kernel space threads in conjunction with one or more
hardware components: receive a data packet at an eth-
ernet interface, acquire a K-U mapped buffer and corre-
sponding pointer, insert the received data packet into the
K-U mapped buffer, en-queue a frame descriptor com-
prising of the K-U mapped buffer pointer containing the
data packet into a frame queue, and after the data packet
arrives at the front of the frame queue, generate an in-
terrupt signal invoking a process that creates a buffer
descriptor from the frame descriptor. The buffer descrip-
tor associated with the data packet is then inserted into
the specified circular buffer as per a frame queue to cir-
cular buffer mapping.
[0012] Further scope of the applicability of the present
exemplary embodiment will become apparent from the
detailed description provided below. It should be under-
stood, however, that the detailed description and specific
examples, while indicating preferred embodiments of the
invention, are given by way of illustration only, since var-
ious changes and modifications within the scope of the
invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] The present invention exists in the construction,
arrangement, and combination of the various parts of the
device, and steps of the method, whereby the objects
contemplated are attained as hereinafter more fully set
forth, specifically pointed out in the claims, and illustrated
in the accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a platform ar-
chitecture in accordance with aspects of the present
invention;
FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary architecture for im-
plementing the core abstraction layer shown in FIG.
1;
FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary BED DPAA-based
system for providing ingress data flow of data pack-
ets;
FIG. 4 represents a high-level description of the proc-
ess flow with respect to an incoming data packet;
FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary BED DPAA-based
system for providing egress data flow of data pack-
ets; and
FIG. 6 represents a high-level description of the proc-
ess flow with respect to an outgoing (egress) data
packet.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] Referring now to the drawings wherein the
showings are for purposes of illustrating the exemplary
embodiments only and not for purposes of limiting the
claimed subject matter, FIG. 1 provides a view of a sys-
tem into which the presently described embodiments
may be incorporated.
[0015] With reference now to FIG. 1, an exemplary

platform architecture 100 is shown. This architecture is
generally used on a modem board, but it is to be under-
stood that it may be used in other applications. In this
embodiment one partition is defined with all eight cores
in it. It is to be appreciated, however, that the multi-core
processor 100 may have any number of cores. With this
embodiment, it is thus possible to use a single symmetric
multiprocessing (SMP) operating system (OS) instance
102 that runs on all of the cores (e.g., eight cores). Since
the control and data planes are under one OS instance,
care is generally needed to ensure that a problem with
the data plane will not bring down the control plane as
well.
[0016] In this example, the multi-core processor 100
serves three cells (shown as 104, 106, and 108 in the
figure). Each cell requires an uplink (UL) scheduler
(shown as 110, 112, and 114 in the figure) and a downlink
(DL) scheduler (shown as 116, 118, and 120 in FIG. 1).
[0017] It is known that the Radio Link Control (RLC)
layer is used to segment, concatenate and correct errors
on packet frames sent and received across the LTE air
interface. The Radio Link Control and Medium Access
Control (RLC/MAC) software is used in the GPRS (2.5G)
wireless stack. It provides acknowledged and unac-
knowledged data transfer between the mobile station and
the base station controller (BSC). Thus, also included is
an RLC/MAC block 122, which is the basic transport unit
on the air interface that is used between the mobile and
the network. The RLC/MAC block 122 is used to carry
data and RLC/MAC signaling.
[0018] The multi-core processor 100 also provides Op-
erations, Administration, and Management (OA&M) 124
and a CALLLP module 126 that provides non real time
call management related services.
[0019] In addition, the multi-core processor 100 in-
cludes a core abstraction layer (CAL) 128, which hides
the core specific details from the Layer 2 (L2) application
software. Layer 2 is the Data Link Layer of the seven-
layer OSI model of computer networking. The Data Link
Layer is the protocol layer that transfers data between
adjacent network nodes in a wide area network or be-
tween nodes on the same local area network segment.
The Data Link Layer provides the functional and proce-
dural means to transfer data between network entities
and might provide the means to detect and possibly cor-
rect errors that may occur in the Physical Layer. Exam-
ples of data link protocols are Ethernet for local area net-
works (multi-node), the Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP),
HDLC and ADCCP for point-to-point (dual-node) connec-
tions. In this case, L2 generally refers to the L2 scheduler
processing that is needed for the LTE air interface, which
has very tight real time requirements.
[0020] To meet the real time performance needs of the
base station, which is responsible for handling traffic and
signaling between a mobile communication device and
the network switching subsystem, an OS such as SMP
Linux with PREEMPT_RT patch may be used. Of course,
it is to be understood that other operating systems may
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be used. An open source OS such as SMP Linux with
Preempt_RT is chosen over a hard core real time OS
such as vxWorks since vxWorks has very high licensing
fees for its usage. To achieve deterministic behavior in
such an SMP configuration, the system is preferably im-
plemented in a manner that employs core reservation
and core affinity constructs to achieve an AMP-like sys-
tem behavior. This is also desirable to get the best per-
formance out of SMP Linux with PREEMPT_RT OS, for
example. Use of lockless zero copy services, such as
buffer management, and messaging services may also
help address any latency issues that may be posed by
the use of SMP Linux with PREEMPT_RT OS.
[0021] One of the main functions of the core abstrac-
tion layer (128) as shown in FIG. 1 is to provide high-
level applications, such as L2 processing, with various
services that utilize the full capabilities of the multi-core
platform. The core abstraction layer is thus designed to
achieve several goals. First, it should support a BED
(Backplane Ethernet Driver) DPAA-Based Interface,
while hiding DPAA and multi-core specific implementa-
tion from higher-level application software (i.e., L2 soft-
ware). Second, it should utilize the P4080’s DPAA hard-
ware components to provide an accelerated data path
for user-plane data in both the ingress and egress direc-
tions. Third, it should provide as much flexibility as pos-
sible so to easily adapt to configuration changes (i.e.,
without requiring code changes). An example of a CAL
configuration is a DPAA resources configuration for buff-
er pools, ingress frame queues, and egress frame
queues.
[0022] To summarize, an implementation of the
present invention uses all of the processor cores in one
partition. This will require the use of only one OS instance,
and no need to use a hypervisor. Since it may be difficult
for simple Linux to meet all of the hard real-time process-
ing needs, an OS such as SMP Linux with PREEMPT_RT
patch is preferred. An open source OS is also used to
reduce the cost. The system further incorporates core
affinity and CPU reservation capabilities of SMP Linux
to define an AMP like system behavior within the SMP
configuration, which permits 6-cell or even 9-cell config-
urations. Because the OS instance is shared between
non-real time cores (such as the control plane) and real
time cores (such as the data planes), problems arise
when a lock is taken by a non-real time thread/process
which causes a delay for a real time thread/process since
the real time thread/process has to wait for the release
of the lock for the data plane core(s). Since the standard
Linux protocol stack does not guarantee a lock-less im-
plementation, this invention defines a lock-less messag-
ing scheme for a real time process (LTE L2 scheduler)
running on data plane cores, to send/receive TCP/UDP
IP packets while avoiding the use of the protocol stack.
The non-real time process such as OA&M running on
control plane core will continue to use the Linux protocol
stack for its normal operation. Due to Linux GPL issues,
our proprietary LTE L2 scheduler is operated in user

space. So to send and receive TCP/UDP IP data from
the LTE L2 scheduler, data has to cross the user-kernel
space boundary that typically requires a data copy. Thus,
consuming processor power to copy data from one mem-
ory location to another wastes precious resources. Ac-
cordingly, it is desirable to provide a method and system
that allows for an efficient lock-less, zero copy and non
blocking messaging service for the real time
threads/processes running on the data plane cores while
allowing the control plane to operate in its normal manner
(such as by using the traditional Linux protocol stack).
[0023] With reference now to FIG. 2, an exemplary ar-
chitecture 200 that achieves these and other goals is
shown. It is known that a conventional computer operat-
ing system usually segregates virtual memory into kernel
space and user space. Kernel space is strictly reserved
for running the kernel, kernel extensions, and most de-
vice drivers. In contrast, user space is the memory area
where all user mode applications work and this memory
can be swapped out when necessary. In this regard, a
core abstraction layer (CAL) 201 includes various mod-
ules in user space, including, but not limited to: a core
abstraction layer initialization (CALInit) module 202 that
loads the LTE network configuration and any static PCD
rules to the frame managers (FMAN) 230 and 232 and
sets up the CAL framework based on a set of configura-
tion files, a core abstraction layer buffer (CALBuf) module
204, a core abstraction layer messaging (CALMsg) mod-
ule 206 that provides messaging services to L2 software
to send and receive user-plane data to or from another
board (i.e., eCCM) without the use of the Linux protocol
stack, a core abstraction layer parsing, classifying and
distributing (CALPcdFmc) module 208 that provides
Parsing, Classification and Distribution (PDC) rules and
configurations to be used by each FMAN (230, 232) for
routing ingress frames to appropriate cores, and a core
abstraction layer DPAA trace (CALDpaaTrace) module
210 that provides tracing capabilities for enabling and
disabling traces in the core abstraction layer DPAA driver
(CALDPAADriver) 212, which is a kernel space module.
[0024] The architecture 200 further includes a suitable
operating system 214 such as SMP Linux with Preempt
RT patch. The operating system 214, in turn, supports
various drivers, such as the aforementioned CALD-
PAADriver 212, at least one frame manager (FMAN) driv-
er 216, at least one buffer manager (BMAN) driver 218,
and at least one queue manager (QMAN) driver 220.
[0025] As shown in FIG. 2, the architecture 200 may
suitably include a P4080 CoreNet fabric 222, which is an
interconnect architecture suitable for scalable on-chip
network to connect multiple power architecture process-
ing cores with caches, stand-alone caches and memory
subsystems.
[0026] The P4080 processor includes an implementa-
tion of the new Data Path Acceleration Architecture
(DPAA). Thus, the architecture 200 may further include
a P4080 DPAA 224. The DPAA 224 is designed to opti-
mize multicore network processing such as load spread-
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ing and sharing of resources, including network interfac-
es and hardware accelerators. As shown, the DPAA 224
generally includes various managers such as a BMAN
226, a QMAN 228, and a first and second FMAN 230 and
232, respectively.
[0027] The CALInit module 202 typically loads the LTE
network configuration and any static PCD rules to the
frame managers 230 and 232 and sets up the CAL frame-
work based on a set of configuration files. The CALInit
module 202 interfaces with an FMC (FMan Configuration
Tool) (not shown) or any number of FMan API(s) (not
shown) to configure the FMan PCD, and the CALD-
PAADriver 212 to load and setup the CAL configuration
(e.g., user plane DPA resources).
[0028] The CALPcdFmc module 208 provides Parsing,
Classification and Distribution (PDC) rules and configu-
rations to be used by each FMan (230, 232) for routing
ingress frames to appropriate cores.
[0029] The CALInit module 202 is responsible for pro-
viding various functionalities. For the master core at star-
tup, the CALInit module 202 sets up a CAL framework
to support "fast path" processing. This step may include
initializing the CALDPAADriver 212, which in turn would
(a) create various DPAA resources needed to process
user-plane data (e.g., buffer pools, FQs (or frame
queues) and (b) create CAL infrastructure needed to sup-
port buffer management and messaging services via
DPAA (e.g., internal tables that maintain buffer pool con-
figuration, FQs, and association between ingress FQs
and DL Scheduler IP addresses, etc.). The CALInit mod-
ule 202 also loads LTE FMC’s (static) PCD rules and
network configurations.
[0030] It is known that in a wireless multiple-access
communication system, transmitters and receivers may
communicate using a multiple layer communication
stack. The layers may include, for example, a physical
layer, a medium access control (MAC) layer, a radio link
control (RLC) layer, a protocol layer (e.g., packet data
convergence protocol (PDCP) layer), an application layer
and so on. The RLC layer receives service data units
(SDU) from the PDCP layer, and concatenates or seg-
ments the SDUs into RLC protocol data units (PDU) for
transmission to the MAC layer.
[0031] Accordingly, the CALBuf module 204 facilitates
lock-less buffer management services for L2 applications
for use in the RLC SDU processing. As known in the art,
a non-blocking algorithm ensures that threads competing
for a shared resource do not have their execution indef-
initely postponed by mutual exclusion. A non-blocking
algorithm is lock-less (or lock-free) if there is guaranteed
system-wide progress. The CALBuf module 204 also
supports querying for buffer pool statistic data (e.g., pool
depletion state, depletion count, pool availability state,
pool allocation error count, etc). The CALBuf module 204
interfaces with the CALDPAADriver 212 to implement
the services. The CALBuf module 204 provides a lock-
less buffer management scheme that is extremely critical
for proper system operation in a multi-core environment,

where a lock taken by a non-real time process may cause
latency issues for a real time process waiting for the re-
lease of that lock.
[0032] The CALDPAADriver 212 is the kernel space
component of the CAL 201 and helps implement and
provide buffer management services and messaging
services using BMAN and QMAN APIs. As used herein,
the term API (or application programming interface) re-
fers to an interface implemented by a software program,
which enables it to interact with other software. It facili-
tates interaction between different software programs
similar to the way the user interface facilitates interaction
between users and computers. An API is implemented
by applications, libraries, and operating systems to de-
termine their vocabularies and calling conventions, and
is used to access their services. It may include specifi-
cations for routines, data structures, object classes, and
protocols used to communicate between the consumer
and the implementer of the API.
[0033] The CALDPAADriver 212 is responsible for
managing DPAA resources (buffer pools and frame
queues) to be used for user-plane data distributing; pro-
viding user space interface to other CAL modules via
various file operations such as open, release, i-o-control
(ioctl) for initialization, buffer management, and messag-
ing services; performing kernel-to-user-space (K-U) buff-
er mapping; providing DPAA buffer pool and receiver and
transmitter statistical data; and implementing services for
managing ring buffers. It should be noted that ring buffers
represent the CAL’s L2 software queue, and they are
generally used to store FDs destined for a specific L2
DLT. The CALMsg module 206 provides APIs for L2 to
retrieve buffer descriptors from a ring.
[0034] All of the CAL components described above are
generally platform middleware (running in user space),
with the exception of the CALDPAADriver 212. The
CALDPAADriver 212 is a custom driver that runs in kernel
space, and it is designed to implement and provide serv-
ices needed by the CAL user space middleware - in par-
ticular those services that depend on the P4080 DPAA
hardware components.
[0035] The CALBuf module 204 provides buffer man-
agement services to be used exclusively for "fast path"
data processing. The CALBuf module 204 provides user
space APIs to L2 application. The CALBuf module 204
collaborates with the CALDpaaDriver 212 to provide zero
copy and lock-less buffer management service for buffers
that the CALDpaa driver 212 creates but are managed
by the BMAN 226.
[0036] The CALMsg module 206 provides services to
receive (ingress) RLC SDUs and send (egress) RLC
SDUs via DPAA. The CALMsg module 206 also supports
query for Tx/Rx Ethernet interface statistic data (e.g.,
number of FDs received or transmitted, number of FDs
dropped, various types of bad FDs, etc). The CALMsg
module 206 interfaces with the CALDPAADriver 212 to
implement the services. The CALMsg module 206 pro-
vides a zero-copy lock less messaging service to the LTE
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L2 application to send or receive TCP/UDP IP packets
without the use of the protocol stack. This ensures that
the application software does not encounter un-bounded
latency spikes that may break down the proper system
behavior of the LTE system, which has very strict real
time processing requirements.
[0037] The CALMsg module 206 provides messaging
services to L2 software to send and receive user-plane
data to or from another board (i.e., eCCM). The CALMsg
module 206 generally interfaces with the CALDPAADriv-
er 212 to provide lock-less zero copy messaging services
via DPAA. This feature allows the L2 application software
to send and receive TCP/UDP IP packets without the use
of a protocol stack to avoid un-bounded latency delays.
[0038] The CALMsg module 206 implements and pro-
vides APIs that support various services, such as the
ones described in the following paragraphs.
[0039] One possible service is registration of (L2) ap-
plication entities with the CALMsg service whereby an
entity can receive incoming packets via "fast path." Dur-
ing this registration process, a CAL’s L2 software queue
(i.e., a ring of buffer descriptors, or in other words, a cir-
cular buffer for buffer descriptors) is created to maintain
received buffer descriptors destined for the entity. Also
during this registration, the CALMsg module 206 creates
an association between the ingress FQ to the IP address
and ring of buffer descriptor IDs for later reference in
other processing (e.g., determining which ring of buffer
descriptors to push a buffer descriptor to when a frame
arrives on a FQ). The CALMsg module 206 also performs
kernel to user-space mapping of relevant rings of buffer
descriptors, and configures PCD rule for the application
entity (if not yet done via static rules). Further, at the
beginning of registration process, the CAL 201 imple-
ments a defense strategy for ensuring that all buffers
acquired by application are properly released when a
thread crashes.
[0040] A second service provided by the CALMsg mod-
ule 206 is retrieving a frame destined for the application
entity. The returned buffer address points to the start of
the payload starting with the Ethernet header.
[0041] A third service provided by the CALMsg module
206 is sending a message to an external entity via DPAA
on the Ethernet interface configured for processing User
plane data (e.g., eth0). It is expected that L2 populates
all headers (Ethernet, IP, UDP) needed; and the hard-
ware is properly configured to generate and populate an
IP checksum and a UDP checksum.
[0042] A fourth service is querying for receiver and
transmitter port statistical data.
[0043] A fifth service is deregistering an application en-
tity from the CALMsg module 206. Once an application
entity is deregistered, it will no longer be able to receive
packets via the "fast path." As part of the deregistration
process, CAL will release all buffers acquired by the ap-
plication software. For the case where the CALMsg mod-
ule 206 is used to receive frames via fast path, the as-
sociated ring of buffer descriptors and PCD rule will also

be removed.
[0044] With reference to FIG. 3, a high-level overview
of an exemplary Backplane Ethernet Driver (BED) DPA-
based system 300 adapted to provide for ingress data
flow of data packets is shown. The left side of FIG. 3
illustrates the path taken by packets destined to go to the
control plane core X using a traditional protocol stack.
The right hand side of the diagram illustrates the packet
traversal for the data plane core Y where the LTE L2
Scheduler is running.
[0045] For purposes of illustration, the LTE L2 sched-
uler consists of two real time threads. The two threads
include a DL Scheduler shown as DL SCHEDULER 324
in FIG. 3 that comes into action for ingress packets flow,
and an uplink scheduler shown as UL SCHEDULER
which comes into action for egress packet flow.
[0046] From a hardware perspective each core has a
software portal 316. Each portal has a specified number
of channels. Each channel has eight priority based work-
queues (WQ) that comprise of plurality of Frame queues
(FQ).
[0047] At a high level, when the FMAN 302 receives a
data packet 304, it acquires a suitable size Kernel-User
space mapped buffer from BMAN 226, and copies the
received packet into the buffer, the FMAN 302 deter-
mines (as per the PCD rules) which ingress FQ 306 to
en-queue the packet, and uses the QMAN API 308 to
en-queue the data packet 304 onto the appropriate FQ
306. When the data packet 304 makes its way up to the
hardware register DQRR 328, a portal interrupt is gen-
erated for the specified core (such as Core Y 312). In
other words, the QMAN handles all the FQs for the var-
ious channels. The WQs are there to implement quality
of service (QoS). So each arriving packet once en-
queued onto a FQ goes through internal hardware queu-
ing within the QMAN. The FQs that make it to the front
of the queue, and are ready for processing are put into
the DQRR register by the QMAN. The DQRR register
has a depth of 15 entries. As each entry (which is a frame
queue descriptor that contains info about the FQ, such
as the pointer to the packet buffer, an associated callback
function, etc), is serviced by the registered callback func-
tion 330 in the Interrupt service routine (ISR), the QMAN
308 automatically en-queues the next FQ descriptor onto
the DQRR.
[0048] The registered callback function "UplaneDis-
patcher" 330 which is a part of the CAL DPA Driver 314
for the FQ 306 then runs in the kernel space and performs
appropriate packet processing. The ring of buffer descrip-
tors 320 for each instance of DL Scheduler has a Ring
ID. The ring of buffer descriptor 320 is also kernel to user
space (K-U) mapped to allow the user space (such as
CALMSG 326), and kernel space (such as CAL DPA Driv-
er 314) components of CAL 128 to access it without any
addressing problems, and the need for data copy. During
cell initialization the CALMSG 326 provides a service to
the user application DL Scheduler 324 to register itself
with CALMSG 326. At that time a mapping association
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between the ingress FQ 306, and the ring ID 320 was
also created. The callback function 330 determines which
ring ID 320 this particular frame queue descriptor belongs
to, and creates a buffer descriptor by copying the kernel-
user space mapped buffer pointer (along with any book-
keeping info) and en-queuing the buffer descriptor on to
the appropriate kernel-user space mapped ring of buffer
descriptors 320 for later processing by the associated
user space DL scheduler thread 324 on a particular data
plane core Y 312.
[0049] The DL Scheduler process 324 runs in an end-
less "Run to Completion" mode in user space. The real
time thread wakes up every Delta T time, and invokes
the CALMSG 326 API to inquire, if there are packets en-
queued for its consumption on the ring of buffer descrip-
tors 320. If there are, the DL Scheduler 326 processes
(or consumes) the packets on the ring 320. Since the
received packet has not gone through the standard pro-
tocol stack, it contains the entire packet header
(TCP/UDP/IP/Ethernet). The DL Scheduler 324 ignores
the packet header, and operates on the packet payload.
When done, it releases the buffer using the CALBUF 204
APIs. Once there are no more packets for the DL sched-
uler 324 to process, the DL scheduler thread 324 goes
back to sleep. Since there is only one producer (CAL
DPADriver 314), and one consumer (a specific DL
Scheduler thread 324) for each ring of buffer descriptors
320, this scheme may be implemented with atomic op-
erations that do not require any software locks. A further
advantage is achieved by using buffers mapped from ker-
nel to user space together with a ring of buffer descriptors
such as the ring of buffer descriptors 320. The use of
kernel to user-space mapped buffers obviates any need
for data copy because the packet will traverse from the
kernel-space device drivers to its eventual destination in
user space.
[0050] In the exemplary embodiment, the control plane
traffic and data plane traffic are isolated from each other
and are directed to separate Ethernet interfaces. A FMAN
302 may support multiple Ethernet interfaces. The Linux
protocol stack is bound to and runs on the control plane
core X 332. The CAL PCD module sets up static PCD
rules that allows the FMAN 302 to en-queue all packets
304 arriving on the control plane ethernet interface to a
Frame Queue (FQ) 334 that will be handled by the FSL
DPA driver 336 that runs in Kernel space. This driver 336
hands over the packets to the Linux protocol stack 338.
A data copy is also involved as the packet crosses the
kernel space to user space boundary. This is shown on
the left side of FIG. 3.
[0051] A high-level view of the process flow with re-
spect to an incoming data packet for a data plane core
is illustrated in FIG. 4. The method of FIG. 4 may be
implemented by the apparatus illustrated in FIG. 3.
[0052] At step 410, a DL Scheduler 320 registers itself
with the CALMSG 326. The system also creates a ring
of buffer descriptors 320 that are kernel-to-user-space
(K-U) mapped to allow both the kernel space entity (such

as the CALDPAADriver 314), and the user space entity
(such as the CALMSG 326) to access the ring. This step
may be performed by the CALMSG 326 in conjunction
with the CALDPAADriver module 314 for each configured
cell on the modem board. Accordingly, if there are three
cells supported on a modem board, then there are three
separate rings of buffer descriptors 320 (one for each
cell), and the CALDPAADriver 314 will have a mapping
between the ingress FQ 306 to a specific ring of buffer
descriptors 320. In the exemplary embodiment, there is
one ring of buffer descriptors 320 for each DL SCHED-
ULER instance 324. The ring of buffer descriptors has a
read pointer and a write pointer. Since there is only one
producer (such as, for example, the uplaneDispatcher
330 of CALDPAADriver 314 in Kernel space), and one
consumer (such as the specific DL Scheduler 324 in user
space), the ring of buffer descriptors 320 is implemented
in a lock-less fashion using atomic operation.
[0053] At step 420, the dedicated data plane Ethernet
interface receives a data packet 304.
[0054] At step 430, the FMAN 302 acquires a kernel-
to-user spaced mapped buffer/token from the BMAN
(FIG. 2, 226).
[0055] At step 440, the FMAN 302 inserts the received
data packet 304 into the acquired buffer.
[0056] At step 450, per the dynamic PCD rules setup
by the CAL module (CALMSG 206) during cell initializa-
tion (providing a mapping between an IP address and an
ingress FQ 306), the FMAN 302, with help from QMAN
308, en-queues the packet onto the appropriate FQ 306.
[0057] At step 460, when the packet makes it way onto
the hardware DQRR register 328, the system, via a
P4080 multi-core processor, generates an interrupt for
the software portal 316 for Core Y 312 (the data plane
core). The callback function that is registered for the
specified FQ (in this case the uplaneDispatcher 330) will
run as the ISR routine in kernel space to process the
packet. In essence, the callback function creates a buffer
descriptor from the information contained in the Frame
Queue Descriptor (FD) of the DQRR entry being proc-
essed. The buffer pointer from the FD is copied into the
buffer descriptor, along with some additional book-keep-
ing info.
[0058] At step 470, the CALDPAA driver 314 en-
queues the generated buffer descriptor from step 460
into the ring of buffer descriptors 320 associated with
core Y 312.
[0059] Steps 410 through 470 are performed by hard-
ware (FMAN, and QMAN) in conjunction with the kernel
thread of CALDPAADriver 314 (e.g., the uplaneDispatch-
er 330). In the exemplary embodiment, steps 480 through
495 are performed in a process or thread independent
from the process(es) or thread(s) that performed steps
410 to 470. In this manner, steps 480-495 are performed
by user space threads such as the DL Scheduler 324 on
the data plane core Y 312.
[0060] Contemporaneous with steps 410 through 470,
the DL Scheduler 324 runs in end-less run to completion
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mode, and wakes up at a TTI (Time-To-Interrupt) interval.
At step 480, once awake, the DL Scheduler 324 invokes
a CALMSG API 326 to query whether there are any un-
processed packets on the ring of buffer descriptors 320
for consumption. If there are no unprocessed data pack-
ets on the ring of buffer descriptors 320, the DL SCHED-
ULER 324 will receive a non-blocking response from
CALMSG module 326 which indicates no unprocessed
packets. The DL Scheduler thread 324 then sleeps until
the next TTI.
[0061] At step 485, if the DL Scheduler 324 determines
that there are unprocessed data packets, then the meth-
od proceeds to step 490, else the method proceeds to
495.
[0062] At step 490, the DL Scheduler 324 processes
the next data packet on the ring of buffer descriptors 320.
The next packet is indicated by the read pointer of the
ring. After the data packet is processed, the DL Scheduler
324 releases the K-U mapped buffer using the CALBUF
204 APIs. In the exemplary embodiment, the data packet
to be processed contains both of one or more headers
and a payload. The DL Scheduler 324 ignores the header
and operates on the payload. The header is used to route
the packet to its destination, which is achieved in the
exemplary embodiment without the use of a protocol
stack. Once DL SCHEDULER 324 processes all packets,
the method proceeds to step 495 where the DL SCHED-
ULER sleeps.
[0063] The exemplary embodiment supports three
cells (scalable up to six cells). Each cell will have its own
DL Scheduler (DL SCHEDULER thread 324) that is
bound to and run on its own dedicated data plane core.
Accordingly, in the exemplary embodiment, there is a
minimum of three DL SCHEDULER (FIG. 1, 116, 118,
and 120) threads running on three different data plane
cores. Similarly each cell needs a UL L2 scheduler (UL
SCHEDULER). Thus, there are three UL SCHEDULER
threads (FIG. 1, 110, 112, and 114) running on three
different data plane cores.
[0064] During cell setup, the dynamic PDC rules (i.e.,
the mapping of IP addresses to ingress FQs) are set up
by the CALMSG module 326. The CALMSG module 326
may also perform bookkeeping functions, such as map-
ping ingress FQs to ring of buffer descriptors IDs. The
PCD rules enable the FMAN to examine the IP address
of each packet, and determine in which FQ to en-queue
the packet. Additional book-keeping information (such
as the ingress FQ 306 to ring of buffer descriptors 320
ID mapping) allows the uplaneDispatcher kernel thread
330 to decide in which ring of buffer descriptors 320 it
should put a given buffer descriptor associated with an
incoming data packet. Thus a lock-less, and zero copy
messaging scheme is achieved that allows the ingress
packets to reach a DL scheduler thread 324 running on
the data plane core Y 312 without the use of a conven-
tional protocol stack.
[0065] With reference to FIG. 5, a high-level overview
of an exemplary Backplane Ethernet Driver (BED) DPA-

based system 500 adapted to provide for egress data
flow of data packets is shown. The exemplary embodi-
ment 500 provides a solution that does not use the Linux
protocol stack to transmit the egress data plane traffic.
The left side of FIG. 5 illustrates the path taken by packets
sent from the control plane core X 532 using a traditional
protocol stack 538. The non real time user space appli-
cation such as OAM&M 124 running on control plane
core x 532 sends TCP/UDP IP packets using the protocol
stack 538. The protocol stack 538 forwards the packet
to the FSL DPA driver 536 in kernel space. The process
of forwarding the packet from the core x 532 in user space
to the FSL DPA driver 536 in kernel space requires a
data copy. The FSL DPA driver 536 en-queues the packet
on a FQ 534 that is eventually serviced by FMAN 506
with help from QMAN 508, and the packet is transmitted
on the Ethernet interface. The right hand side of the di-
agram illustrates the packet traversal for packets origi-
nating at the data plane core Y 512 where the LTE L2
UL Scheduler 502 is running without the use of the pro-
tocol stack 538. Thus the egress data flow also uses a
lock-less zero copy messaging scheme that does not in-
cur un-bounded latency spikes.
[0066] A high-level view of the process flow with re-
spect to an outgoing data packet (i.e., egress data flow
for the data plane core) is illustrated in FIG. 6. The method
of FIG. 6 may be implemented by the apparatus illustrat-
ed in FIG. 5.
[0067] At step 610, the UL scheduler 502 acquires ker-
nel to user space mapped buffers from the CALBUF 522.
[0068] At step 620, when the UL scheduler 502 is ready
to transmit a TCP/UDP IP packet, the UL scheduler 502
prepares the entire packet (with header, and payload),
and then invokes the CALMSG API 522.
[0069] At step 630, the CALMSG 522, with help from
the CALDPAADriver 524, en-queues the prepared pack-
et onto the appropriate egress FQ 504 of the channel
CHB associated with the data plane ethernet interface.
This enqueing is performed without the use of the proto-
col stack and instead relies on a lock-less, zero messag-
ing scheme to avoid unbounded latency spikes.
[0070] At optional step 640, the QMAN 508 determines
a status of whether the en-queue operation was success-
ful or not, and this response is sent all the way back to
the user application UL Scheduler 502 if it so desires to
receive the status.
[0071] At step 650, the FMAN 506, with help from
QMAN 508, processes all packets from the various FQ
504. Even though there is a context switch involved
whenever the packet is traversing the user-space to ker-
nel space boundary, there is no data copy involved. Thus,
the processing of the packets by the FMAN 506 is per-
formed in a hardware efficient manner so that each indi-
vidual core has negligible or no performance penalty.
Each UL Scheduler 302 has a dedicated FQ 504 on the
target channel (CH B 526) to transmit the packets onto
the Ethernet interface. There is also one producer (a spe-
cific UL SCHEDULER thread 502 instance in user
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space), and one dedicated egress FQ 504 that is con-
sumed by the FMAN 506 in hardware.
[0072] At step 660, once the packet is transmitted, the
FMAN 506 releases the buffer back to BMAN (FIG. 2,
226).
[0073] A person of skill in the art would readily recog-
nize that steps of various above-described methods can
be performed by programmed computers. Herein, some
embodiments are also intended to cover program storage
devices, for example, digital data storage media, which
are machine or computer readable and encode machine-
executable or computer-executable programs of instruc-
tions, wherein said instructions perform some or all of
the steps of said above-described methods. The program
storage devices may be, for example, digital memories,
magnetic storage media such as a magnetic disks and
magnetic tapes, hard drives, or optically readable digital
data storage media. The embodiments are also intended
to cover computers programmed to perform said steps
of the above-described methods.
[0074] The above description merely provides a dis-
closure of particular embodiments of the invention and
is not intended for the purposes of limiting the same there-
to. As such, the invention is not limited to only the above-
described embodiments. Rather, it is recognized that one
skilled in the art could conceive alternative embodiments
that fall within the scope of the invention.

Claims

1. A buffer management computer-implemented meth-
od for a multi-core processor for use on a modem in
a telecommunications network, the method being
characterized by:

for each of a plurality of processing cores at-
tached to the modem:

receiving (420) a TCP or UDP IP data pack-
et (304);
acquiring (430) a kernel to user-space (K-
U) mapped buffer and corresponding K-U
mapped buffer descriptor (320), wherein the
descriptor is associated with the data pack-
et and is indicative of the K-U mapped buff-
er;
inserting (440) the data packet into the buff-
er; and
inserting (470) the buffer descriptor into a
K-U mapped circular buffer;

wherein the buffer descriptor is created by:

creating a frame descriptor containing an
acquired K-U mapped buffer pointer corre-
sponding to the K-U mapped buffer;
inserting the frame descriptor onto a frame

queue specified by a dynamic rule mapping
IP addresses to frame queues; and
creating the buffer descriptor from the frame
descriptor.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the acquisition of a
K-U mapped buffer, insertion of the data packet (304)
into the buffer, and the insertion of the buffer descrip-
tor into the circular buffer are performed by one or
more kernel threads in conjunction with hardware
components, and further comprising:

running a user space (201) thread that wakes
up at periodic intervals;
wherein the user space thread, upon waking,
queries the circular buffer to determine whether
any unprocessed buffer descriptors exist in the
circular buffer; and
upon determining that an unprocessed buffer
descriptor exists in the circular buffer, process-
ing the data packet (304) within the buffer using
the same or a different user space thread.

Patentansprüche

1. Computerimplementiertes Pufferverwaltungsver-
fahren für einen Mehrkernprozessor zur Verwen-
dung an einem Modem in einem Telekommunikati-
onsnetzwerk, wobei das Verfahren durch Folgendes
gekennzeichnet ist:

für jeden einer Vielzahl von Verarbeitungsker-
nen, die mit dem Modem verbunden sind:

Empfangen (420) eines TCP- oder eines
UDP-IP-Datenpakets (304);
Erfassen (430) eines Kernel-zu-Benutzer-
raum(K-U)-zugeordneten Puffers und eines
entsprechenden K-U-zugeordneten Puffer-
deskriptors (320), wobei der Deskriptor mit
dem Datenpaket verknüpft ist und den K-U-
zugeordneten Puffer anzeigt;
Einfügen (440) des Datenpakets in den Puf-
fer; und
Einfügen (470) des Pufferdeskriptors in ei-
nen K-U-zugeordneten Ringpuffer;

wobei der Pufferdeskriptor durch Folgendes er-
stellt wird:

Erstellen eines Rahmendeskriptors, der ei-
nen erfassten K-U-zugeordneten Pufferzei-
ger enthält, der dem K-U-zugeordneten
Puffer entspricht;
Einfügen des Rahmendeskriptors in eine
Rahmenwarteschlange, die durch eine dy-
namische Regel spezifiziert ist, die Rah-
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menwarteschlangen IP-Adressen zuord-
net; und
Erstellen des Pufferdeskriptors aus dem
Rahmendeskriptor.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Erfassung
eines K-U-zugeordneten Puffers, die Einfügung des
Datenpakets (304) in den Puffer und die Einfügung
des Pufferdeskriptors in den Ringpuffer von einem
oder mehreren Kernelthreads in Verbindung mit
Hardwarekomponenten durchgeführt wird, und das
ferner Folgendes umfasst:

Ausführen eines Benutzerraum(201)-Threads,
der in periodischen Intervallen aufwacht;
wobei der Benutzerraumthread nach dem Auf-
wachen den Ringpuffer abfragt, um zu bestim-
men, ob sich unverarbeitete Pufferdeskriptoren
im Ringpuffer befinden; und
nach dem Bestimmen, dass sich ein unverar-
beiteter Pufferdeskriptor im Ringpuffer befindet,
Verarbeiten des Datenpakets (304) im Puffer
unter Verwendung desselben oder eines ande-
ren Benutzerraumthreads.

Revendications

1. Procédé mis en œuvre par ordinateur de gestion de
tampon pour un processeur multicœur destiné à être
utilisé sur un modem dans un réseau de télécom-
munications, le procédé étant caractérisé par :

pour chacun d’une pluralité de cœurs de traite-
ment rattachés au modem :

la réception (420) d’un paquet de données
IP TCP ou UDP (304) ;
l’acquisition (430) d’un tampon mappé d’es-
pace noyau vers utilisateur (K-U) et d’un
descripteur de tampon mappé K-U (320)
correspondant, où le descripteur est asso-
cié au paquet de données et est indicatif du
tampon mappé K-U ;
l’insertion (440) du paquet de données dans
le tampon ; et
l’insertion (470) du descripteur de tampon
dans un tampon circulaire mappé K-U;

dans lequel le descripteur de tampon est créé
en :

créant un descripteur de trame contenant
un pointeur de tampon mappé K-U acquis
correspondant au tampon mappé K-U ;
insérant le descripteur de trame sur une file
d’attente de trames spécifiée par une règle
dynamique mappant des adresses IP sur

des files d’attente de trames ; et
créant le descripteur de tampon à partir du
descripteur de trame.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’ac-
quisition d’un tampon mappé K-U, l’insertion du pa-
quet de données (304) dans le tampon, et l’insertion
du descripteur de tampon dans le tampon circulaire
sont effectuées par un ou plusieurs fils de noyau
conjointement avec des composants matériels, et
comprenant en outre :

l’exécution d’un fil d’espace utilisateur (201) qui
se réveille à intervalles périodiques ;
dans lequel le fil d’espace utilisateur, à son ré-
veil, interroge le tampon circulaire pour détermi-
ner s’il existe des descripteurs de tampon non
traités dans le tampon circulaire ; et
lors de la détermination selon laquelle il existe
un descripteur de tampon non traité dans le tam-
pon circulaire, le traitement du paquet de don-
nées (304) à l’intérieur du tampon en utilisant le
même fil d’espace utilisateur ou un différent.
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